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About PT Live
PublicTechnology Live is where public sector digital, data and IT professionals meet to
advance tech transformation, from strategy to implementation.
Following a period of rapid innovation, collaboration and digitisation, March 2021 will be a critical
opportunity for the sector to pause, rethink and recalibrate. Across 2 conference days we’ll be
exploring how the pandemic will have irrevocably shaped the approach to digital transformation for
the longer term.
Speakers representing a wide range of public sector organisations will be share their lessons learned
from an unprecedented year, review the new work practices that have been adopted through
necessity – and what should be kept as part of a new normal, as well as revisit key trends in the
sector and evaluate the priorities for the year ahead.

The Conference streams
With over 30 conference sessions, delegates can pick and choose their sessions across the following 3
themes:
●

●

●

Track A: Digital Transformation
Explore leadership, culture and skills to enable the reconfiguration of organisational process and
service delivery to digital
Track B: IT Infrastructure
Examine technology, systems and connectivity to build the foundations of fully digital organisation
Track C: Tech Innovation
Discover inspiration and creativity to accelerate the application of new and emerging technologies

Why attend?
●
●
●
●
●

Access to thought-leaders at the leading-edge of digital transformation
Topical discussion on the latest innovations, trends and advancements in digisation
Shared learning with 400+ attendees from across Government and the wider Public Sector
Develop new connections and ideas to support your procurement challenges
Inspiration and practical guidance to apply to your organisation

Who should attend?
Join digital, technology and data leaders from across Government, local authorities, healthcare, nonfor-profits and the wider public sector.
Chief Information Officer - Chief Operating Officer - Chief Technology Officers - Chief Digital Officers Directors of Commercial - Directors of Digital - Directors of Digital - Transformation - Directors of
Finance - Directors of Innovation - Directors of Information Security - Directors of Risk and Audit Directors of ICT - Directors of IT - Directors of Infrastructure and Operations - Directors of
Transformation - Heads of Commercial - Heads of Commercial - Policy & Strategy - Heads of Customer
Demand - Heads of Digital - Heads of IT - Heads of Operations - Heads of PMO

Certification
Dods is a registered Continuing Professional Development provider. For more information on the CPD,
please click here [1].
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